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'rl1e religious eclucation of children has, in the last few years,
been given unusual attention by non-Lutheran Protestants. Dooks,
pamphlets, and articles in church-papers have been written;
schemes have been suggested and tried. We shall, first, quote some
of the printecl literature which is before us, and then, secondly,
draw conclusions and offer some comment.
A folder, Some Questions l!'reqiwntly Asked ttpon Cooperation
wilh the Pnblic Schools for Week-day Religiotts Edttcalion, gotten
out by the Department of Religious Education of the Protestant
Episcopal Church, says the following by way of introductio11: It is generally conceded that the Sunday-school of the past has been
a failure. Few will deny that it is totally unequal to the task of meeting
the needs of the rising gencnition for religious training and. instruction.
But all must recognize with a shock that the statistics show the appalling
number of public school children who have no relationship to any religio11s
institution and are receiving no religious instruction.
There is a growing belief, expressed by eamest workers of all churches,
who are vitally interested in child welfare, that some additional effort
must be made to give the children of to-day, the citizens of to-morrow, an
adequate life equipment. Religious education and training must be an integral and vital part of this e<1uipment.
While welcoming all experiments and efforts of whatsoever kind that
look forwarcl to this end, we believe that if the ideals of Christian character arc to be in any measure realized, more time must be secured for
the child to live them, tWd the best time is school time.

From the same folclcr we quote the following questions and
answers:What is meant by cooperation with the public schools for religious
instruction? We mean that the public school authorities shall assign to
the pupils, upon the definite request of the child's parents or guardian,
a portion of his school time to be given up to religious instruction nt such
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IN.FLUBNOB

ONE. F. s.
The treatise on Christianity and the Bible of the Primitive
Christian Congregation appeared shortly before the annual meeting
of Stiftelsen in 1908 and could not have been read by many clelegates to the conference. It is possible that the majority of: thorn
had not even an inkling of the matter. Notwithstanding this, men
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were looking forward to this meeting with some mental tc11sion.
For there was another issue, launched likewise by Pro£. A. Kolmodin, that produced unrest. A~ter conferences with the Archbishop and with another member of the Mission Board of the
Swedish state church, the professor had decided to suggest to the
directors of Stiftelsen that the periodical Sjoeniannsvaennen ( Seaman's Friend) be made the joint organ of 8tiftelsen and the Seamen's Mission of the Swedish state church. The motion roused
opposition among the directors, but the professor succeeded in overcoming the opposition to the extent that after long deliberation the
directors agreed to support the motion in its main point, and it
was merely a matter of words that remained unsettled. 'l'he professor wanted to have it announced in the periodical that the lat_ter
was the organ of the mission of the state church, while his opponents desired to have it clearly stated that it represented an
Evangelical Littheran mission.
'l'he matter had been. known be:forehand, and Nya Vaelctaren,
which treated the issue in a special article, took the position that
the entire matter should he declined, because it was unquestionably
the first step towards merging Stiftelsen completely in the state
church. As later events showed, that was the way in which the
conference disposed of the matter.
15. TEACHER LommAnL's GRIEVANCE.
Since the controversy regarding reconciliation by Christ was
closed, the conferences of Stiftelsen had been marked by unanimity
and concord. At the jubilee conference in 1906 there had been
strife regarding the question of pensioning the laborers of E. F. S.
Also at the conference in 1907 there had been some dissatisfaction
with the suggestion of the directors that negotiations be begun with
the Svenska JJ[issionsfoerbundet ( Swedish Mission Society) regarding a joint hymn-book. But all this was nothing compared to what
was to happen now. Already when the Auditing Committee made
its report, '!'cacher K. Loefdahl asked for the floor. He was one of
Stiftelsen's oldest and most reliable friends, who for nearly forty
years had stood as a pillar among the E. F. S. people. He called
the attention of the conference to the fact that during the past year
the directors had taken the liberty of permitting a novel to be
published by the publication house of the E. F. S. Assuredly the
novel was written so as to have a Christian appearance, still, it was
a novel. Besides, the subject which it heated was hardly suited to
young people. The speaker regretted very much that he had been
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placed under the necessity of dragging this matter into the conference, but he had no other choice after it had become manifest
that the directors were turning a deaf ear to, all admonitions addressed to them regarding the matter.
16. PROFESSOR KoUIODIN DUAWN INTO THE DISCUSSION.
In the discussion which now followed Prof . •T. O. Rosenberg was
given the floor first. He asserted that it was well-nigh impossible
that any improper literature could be issued by Stiflelsen's publishing house, so carefully did the committee of revisers revise all books
submitted for publication. 'l'he speaker was_ himself the chairman
of the committee, and it was not possible that both he and the other
members should allow anything to slip through that was as improper as 'l'eacher Loefdahl would regard the book in question.
It was maintained over against Professor Ro'senberg's assertion that,
although there was no intention to charge the committee with incompetency, it would not do to regard the committee as infallible,
for, shortly before conference convened, there had been published
"in commission" by the publishing house of E. F. S. a treatise which
expressed views regarding the Dible that never had been and with
God's help,never would be the views of Sliftelsen. However, since
this matter was an affair of the administration for the current year,
it would not come up for settlement until at a later meeting.·
Here, now, the first word was spoken on the burning question.
It was immediately answered by Professor Kolmodin, who remarked
that the last speaker had evidently referred to the book Christianity
and the Bible of the Prirnitive Christian Congregation. He requested that this matter be disposed of immediately. Rightly the
opposition declared that this 'Yas. impossible bec1tuse most of the
delegates had now heard of the treatise for the first time. In the
absence of any motion to do something the result of the discussion
was that the directors were held responsible for their action.
17. PASTOR WADS'£ROB:M'S WARNING.
After this the question was taken up whether or not a11 institute should be erected for the training of "Bible women."
A brisk skirmish ensued between the loyal friends of 8 liftelsen
and those who inclined exclusively towards the state church.
During this debate Pastor B. Wadstroem remarked that ministers
were not as they usetl to be: There was now hardly any distinction
made between converted and unconverted ministers. A general
ministers' union had been formed, and as long as some one was
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a brother in ofilce, it was occasionally regarded as being of less
importance whether he was a brother in conscience. Also in Sliftelsen a change had taken. place. 'l'hc speaker said that he was
an old man, and his conscience bade him speak the truth. Accordingly, he wished to tell conference that during the last year there
had been noticeable among the directors of Stiftelsen an extreme
timidity that was deplorable. Quite often remarks like these could
be overheard : "What will state church people say to that?" "What
will the minister think of it?" Moreover, when the speaker was
a young man, the directors of Stiftelsen had been careful not to
give any offense or rouse ill will; if they could only answer to God
for their actions, they were content to let unbelieving ministers
think what they pleased. "In fifty years," said the speaker, "has
Sliftelsen had no enemy in our country besides the state church,
all its really alive and believing ministers excepted. But the uncouth world has been friendlier to us and accorded us better rccognitior~ than the unconverted ministers." 'l'hc speaker concluded
his remarks with an admonition to Stiftelsen not to turn aside
from its course either to the right or to the left.
However, the chief contest at this conference was concerning
the question, whethe\.· Sjoemannsvaennen should become the joint
organ of 8tiftelsen and the Seamen's Mission of the Swedish state
church. After a discussion lasting Heveral hours the matter was
postponed till the next annual meeting, when it was pushed into
the background and entirely dismissed:
'J'he meeting of 1908 had turned ont fortunately for the friendsof 8tiftelscn, who held fast the old position of R P. S. and to
a great extent could be said to have found in Nya Vaeldaren their
organ. 'l'he men on the other side had been so secure that they
had not dee1ned it necessary to mobilize their forces. · But the
victory which had been won in 1908 was already the next year to
be turned into a defeat.

18. 'I'1rn CLASH BETWEEN K0L11IODIN AND SVENSSON.
'L'he next weeks after the conference in 1908 passed quietly,
until Professor Kolmodin broke the silence by inserting in the
mission periodical of 8tiftelscn an article written by himself, in
which the treatise on Christianity and the Bible of the Primitive
Christian Congregation was praised and defended. In this article
several cuts were dealt to the editor of Nya Vaelctaren, Axel B.
Svensson, for the remarks he had made about the professor's book.
'fhis caused the editor to demand that the professor publish a cor-
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rection in the mission periodical. 'I'he professor first refused this,
then promised it. He carried out his promise by inserting what
Svensson had written in such a garbled form that it was meaningless. In the correspondence which now occurred between Kolmodin
and Svensson the former related that for a number of years he had
held the position which had been published in the controverted
'book, and had commm1.icated his views to the students at ,T ohannclund, and these had expressed to him "again and again" their
gratitude for these views. He stated furthermore: "Quite recently
I heard of one of our older representatives, who was not my student,
that, after he had returned from conference, he took my book, withdrew, and read it through, carefully examining every quotation,
with the result that he thanked God for the book." 7) Besides, the
professor in this correspondence made tl;e greatest efforts to represent Svensson as double-faced, because at the election of directors
he had not voted for the professor. Moreover, Svcnsson was accused
of having started the trouble for Kolmoclin in a spirit of revenge,
and besides, the professor declared Svensson an almost entirely incompetent pcrson.8) 'l'he accusations of vengefulness and duplicity
were repelled with mot1eration and firmness by Editor Svensson,
who stated that he had never had occasion to harbor enmity against
the professor; for the latter had always treated him in a friendly
manner and placed confidcrice in him.
7) The party referred to by Kolmodin is O. A. Allard. :Many circum·
stances render this assumption not only probable, but almost certain. ·while
Supreme Court Justice vVidstroem was living, Allard in his letter would
occasionally "thank God" for the 'l'orch, and in his lectures as traveling
representative of E. l!'. S. would oppose Bible criticism in every form. At
the conference in lDO!l l\fr. Allard stated that for more than twenty years
he had held the same views ,regarding the Bible as Professor Kolmodin,
and for this reason he voted in favor of giving the professor ii vote of con·
fidence in his doctrinal position. At the conference in l!Hl Allard said
very chestily that he desired to hear no more about his havii1g given his
approval to Kolmodin's position, for that was "a lie."
8) 2\s a cu,riosity it nmy be interesting in this connection to note the
opinion which Professor Kolmodin before the controversy expressed re·
garding Editor Svensson. It is stated in the following testimonial: "By
these presents I testify that the public school teacher Axel Svensson is
,,veil known to me for some time, that he has made an impresion upon me
as a decided, proved Christian personality, and that he possesses a goodly
stock of informiition acquired through private study, and a more than
ordinary talent for expounding the Word unto edifictttion with fidelity to
the text and the Confessions.
"Stockholm, May 7, 1907.
Ao. Kournorn, Professor."
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'l1IIUNDER-PEAL.
After this controversy there was quiet for a while. But between
the Torch and Kolmodin there was an exchange of polemics, in
. which the latter was so completely routed that his defeat could
hardly have been worse. However, this part of the controversy
was lost upon the great majority of Stiftelsen' s friends, because,
sad to say, they did not sicle with the 'Torch. 'l'hen there was quiet
once more, but it was the quiet before the storm breaks. 'l'hroughout the country there was unrest among the mission-friends.
I~veryhody was waiting for something to happen. Something did
happen.
In the month of November the traveling representative of the
society, Alfred Andersson, published a little treatise inscribed
Settlwment of Accountg with Professor Kolmodin and His Boolr;
"Christfoni{y and the Bible of the Primitive Ghr£slian Congregation." ( Vidl'cwlming med prof. J{ olinodin och hans bole, etc.) Like
a flash of lightning the treatise released the electric tension and
broke up the uncertainty that had prevailed till then. The first
impression of Viclraelming on many was that they were completely
chunbfounded. But it roused attention to the question at issue.
It spoke out clearly and said that there was danger approaching.
'l'here was no cotton wound around tho arrow-heads in this treatise,.
and although some wern of the opinion that the author's choice of
words and expressions could have been better, it was nevertheless
admitted that Vidraeknir!.rJ was just such a thunder-peal as the
situation called for. If there was anything exaggerated in the
treatise, the author himself had to suffer the consequences, and no
one has heard him raising a complaint or retracting anything. If
any misunderstanding existed, it was the fault of Professor Kolmodin awl the Board of Revisers, because through their ambiguous
circnmlocntions they had given occasion for misunderstandings.
19.

7W.

ANDERSSONlS

ANDERSSON BEFORE "STIFTELSEN."

Any one that read Vidraekning could easily understand that
the treatise must rouse an unheard-of excitement in 8tif telsen.
Now that all is ovc1:, one docs not know what to regard as most
surprising, traveling representative Andersson's calmness in meeting the consequence~ of his treatise or the inconsistency with which
8tiftelsen's directors, having lost their heads, now went into the
fray. When Professor Kolmodin attacked and criticized Biblestatements of which the Apostle Peter says that they were spoken.

/
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by the Holy, Ghost, the directors of Stiftelsen were prompt
in passing a resolution to aid the professor in getting these
strictures on the Word of God printed and spread among the
mission-friends. But when traveling representative Andersson
criticized the human being Kolmodin, the directors of Stiftelsen
hurriedly issued a warning against Andersson's treatise, forbade
its dissemination, and summoned its author for a hearing before
Stiftelsen. At this hearing, which took place shortly before July,
1908, Andersson in his defense asked to be told whether the directors of Stiftelsen approved Kolmodin's book Christianity and the
Bible of the Prirniti'l!e Christian Congregation. 'l'his question was
answered with a distinct yes by Professor Rosenberg with the silent
consent of the other members of the directorate. However, nothing
was accomplished at the hearing. 'l'he directors sought in every
possible way to induce Andersson in some manner to join them in
expressing regret either concerning Vidraekning as a whole or concerning some part of it. But Anclersson would not consent to this.
In refosing to make the admission which the directors desirecl,
Andersson without question acted prudently, for an admission of
this doubt would, of course, have been interpreted as a retraction.
~'hose who arc acquainted with Alfred Andersson are well aware
that he would not claim infallibility in anything for himself. He
was constrained by his conscience to speak when everybody else
kept silent.
21. Full'rUER DEVI~LOPMENTS.
It soon became apparent that the directors must come out
plainly with an admission such as they had desired Andersson to
make. For before the close of the year the publishing house of
Stiftelsen issued a little brochure which was sent to all representatives and congregations. In this brochure the directors sought to
shift the blame for the trouble that had arisen from themselves and
Professor Kolmodin to Alfred Andersson, who was criticized in
sharp terms, while Kolmouin was praised. At the same time, however, the directors tried to· open up a way of retreat for themselves
by saying that they could not endorse all statements of Kolmodin.
Besides, the uncertain manner in which the directors expressed
I themselves on the confessional question involved in the issue was
apt to raise doubts against them. For about this time the uircctors
published a statement regarding the confessional question. It was
so cunningly worded that the members of the directorate who were
loyal to the Confessions believed that they had put forth a statement so correct that only men really believing in the Bible could
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subscribe it. But there was a back door in it which the secretary
had kept open for Bible critics, so that even these subscribed the
statement. Nor did it take long before the leaders of the two
factions again had each other by the hair.
A·r1'EMP'r ·m BxTEND S·r.\'m Cuuncn INI!'LUENCE.
About this time a convention of the state church, upon motion
of Bishop Loevgren in Vaesteraas, took steps to set up a so-called
Deaconess Directorate. In the public press the leaders in this
movement gave an explanation of the same of such a nature that
a gootl many of the vplnntary forces in the state church saw their
uncircumscribetl existence threatened. 'rhe result was that some
of the leatling men in the Society for the Promo lion of Pastoral
Oare by the .Church sought an approach to that part of Stiftelsen
which was 1:eprcscnted by Nya Vaekla,-en. Several conferences
actually took place, in which wholesale merchant Joh. Eriksson,
Pastor Efr. Rang, and Editor Axel B. Svensson participated as
members of Stiflelsen. But when it became known that Pastor
Rang at the same time was holding individual consultations partly
with the editor of the Svensk Ky,-kalidning (Swedish Church
J 011,rnal), partly with the secretary of the Svenska ll[issionsfoerbundet ( Swedish :Mission Society), Eriksson and Svensson withdrew from these conferences. 'l'he result was, on the one hand, that
the negotiations with the men of the Society for Pastoral Oare
came to a halt, and, on the other hand, that Pastor Rang lost his
place in the editorial committee of N ya Vaelclaren.

22.

ANO'l'Him

23. "I-IoLD 'l'IIA'l' FAs·r wnrcn 'l'nou HAsT;"
On New Year's Eve mos there issuc(l from the press a new
publication in the Kolmodiu controversy. It bore this title: II old
That Past which Thon Hast. . . . A Oontrib1dion to the Disc,ussion of Prof. A. Kolmodin's T1·eatise: "Christianity and the Bible
of the Primitive Christian Congregation," by Axel B. Svensson.
'rhe author of this publication applied to the directors of Sliflelsen,
asking them to approve the selling of his treatise by the book concern of E. F. S. At first it seemed as i£ this treatise would not
cause any change in the policy hitherto .followed by the directors.
Editor Svensson was summonctl before General Rapp, who thankecl
him for the part which he was taking in the debate, expressed his
full agreement with the believing position which he had taken in
his treatise Jio.ld That Past which Thon Ilast, and promised that
the treatise should be sold by Stiflelsen's book concern. The diree22
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tors passe<l a resolution to the same etrcet. ]for scvernl week:-; it,
looked as if the directors meant to take a definite stand agaiust
Bible criticism.
Howernr, it became plain very soon that several parties among
the members of the directorate passed another resolution to remain
neutral, with a friendly leaning towards Kolmod iu's side, t!ven if
they did not fully identify themselves with the profossoi. Fo1· on
March 16, 1909, the publishing house of Btiftclsen sent to all its
traveling representatives an<l preachers ~ circular letter in which
the sale both of Kolmodin's controverted book and. the brodrnres
of Andersson and Svensson were forbidden. However, the directors
continued the spreading both of Kolmodin's and Svensson's writings through Stiftelsen' s book concern in Stockholm. Besides, the
preachers were forbidden to express themselves on the issue either
privately or publicly. Ephoral Provost J. G. Hellenius, who most
strongly advocated these measures, had a few days before written
to I0clitor Svensson, amongst other things, the following: "For
some time I have been wanting to say a few words to Mr. Svcnsson,
after I had read your treatise against Kolmodin. 'l'he book is
a calm and matter-of-fact presentation of the issue; it contains
matter for which we must he grateful, ancl quite certainly expresses
what the Christian masses think." N everthcless the book must
now he prohibited. Here was the evidence that the directors were
afraid to take a definite stand because they feared that the majority
of the conference would be against them.
In orcler to ascertain the views of people throughput the
country there was sent out, with the knowledge and consent of
Assistant Secretary C. A. I-Iecllund, from Kristianstadt a petition
requesting signatures in behalf of Kolmodin. When N ya Y aelctaren
took this matter up, the directors hastily declined all responsibility
for the affair, but at the publishing house the names on the list
were carefully added up, ancl when the conference met, this list
was used by the Secretary, Pastor J. J\fontclius, as an argument for
Kolmodin.
2,1. 'l1HE Junm,rnNT 01<' 0U'1'SIDERS.
During the following months the directors were being helplessly tossed to and fro like a ball between the two factions whose
representatives in the directorate sought support and counsel from
its congenial friencls without the directorate. Finally the majority
of the directors became firmly inclined towarcls Kolmodin. But all '
their utterances on tho matter at issue had been so vacillating that
they could rightly be charadcrizcd by the following words of 8vrms'.c
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l(yrlcatidning: "'rhe clirectors of Fosterlands-8tiftelsen in their
utterances hitherto have been so cautious that actually one harclly
knows what position they occupy."
·
It became apparent that even outside of the circle of 8tif telsen's friends the clashing of spirits in the society was attracting
a great cleal of attention. 'J.'he public press took up the issue, and
it is significant that its writers, men hostile to Christianity, decidedly sided with Kolmoclin.
It was likewise significant that the issue was referrecl to at the
pastoral conference at Gocteborg, when Pastor Valclus Bengtsson,
speaking on the subj cct "Instruction in Christianity in Our Public
Schools," clragged the issue into his adclress. In his opening remarks he clwelt chiefly on the essentially unlike views regarding the
inspiration of Scripture which in onr time are being defended.
He introducecl four types: 1. George Brandell in his book Instruction in Ohri.slianily and the People's School, in which the position
is taken that the present instruction in Christianity ought to be
absolutely aholishecl and supplanted by a naturalistic element or
by a history of religion; 2. N cw Protestantism, or negative idealism; 3. Professor Kol mod in, who holds that in the Bible there is
found God's living Word for our salvation, but also other matters.,
relating to geography, history, natural science, regarcling which
the theory of verbal inspiration is untenable; '1. traveling representative Alfred Andersson, preacher Axel B. Svensson, the period,
ical 'Porch, and others, which hold the old view of the Bible,
viz., that Holy Scripture is the Word of God. 'L'he speaker, who
personally was a zealous follower of the views held by Kolmodin,
characterized the various positions quite correctly.
Conference 9) was drawing 11ear; the great clash was to occur,
ancl each side was mobilizing all its forces.
25. PrmPA1lATIONS FOit nm ComnmENCB OJ!' 1909.
As might have been expected, the weeks immediately preceding
the convention of 1909 developed a feverish activity, which aimed
at insuring victory for Kolmodin's views. rl'he majority of the
directors was now definitely resolved to support the professor;
however, through the carelessness of one of their members their
purpose was accidentally revealed. For in one of the daily papers
of Stockholm there appeared an interview of "one of the lealling
men in the directorate," in which the statement ~vas matle that the
!) )
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directors were going to the impending co11ventio11 with co11/id1:11L:e,
because _it was hoped that Proicssor Kolmo<lin woulcl make n fow
"seeming concessions in minor details, awl that as a result of tl1is
the opposition would split asunder." In this hope the diredorn
were disappointed, chiefly perhaps ber.:ause their purpose had become
known; at the convention the opposition showed itse!J' able to hold
together.
With great foresight the directors had drawn up their plan
of battle. For instance, on the day before the convention a preparatory meeting was heltl, which was attended by all representatives
and delegates of congregations helongii1g to the society. At this
meeting the issues on the convention's program were discnsscd for
several hours. '.L'he directors had a list of va1·ious subjects for
consideration, and for each and every one of them they hacl
appointed three speakers to lead ofl' in the discussion, all of them
men who woulcl likely support the directors. nforeoyer, these
speakers were to be given ample time, but when later those dissatisfied with Bible criticism were to ask for the floor, they were
to be limited to three minutes for each speaker. Under these cireumstanr.:es it was wisest for the Bibcltrogna (believers in the
Bible) not to enter into any debate: they had to reserve their
arguments till the next day, when the decisive battle. would be
fought. However, a few of them allowed themselves to be <lrawn
out in reply to personal attacks, and thus the strife was in full blast.
(To be continued.)

